Summer Term 1 Curriculum Overview
Year 1
Topic: Our Global Community
Subject

1st Half Term

English

In English we are learning –
 To write information text linking to our Geography topic Turkey
 To write myths and fantasy stories and poetry based around Turkey
During our Read Write Inc lessons we will be learning different sounds to help us
develop our reading and writing.
In Mathematics we are learning to-

Mathematics

Calculate answers to vertical additions and subtractions with 4-digit whole
numbers. Give change from 10p.
 Identify faces on a 2D and 3D shape.
 To multiply, add and subtract numbers
 Say and write the embellished real stories
Additionally there will be a maths challenges which will consist of maths games and word
problems.


Science /Grow It /
Cook It

Seasonal Changes
 Movement of the sun and how it is different in each season
 Studying how shadows change throughout the day
 Migration and hibernation of animals
Cook It / Grow It – Mixing ingredients together to cook Potato and Beetroot Salad

Computing / Film It

Algorithms and Programs
 Use computer programs to create a series of simple instructions
 Record routes and move in different directions
 Capture images at different times of the day
Compare locality with Non-European Country- Turkey
 Look at what makes each country special and different
 Compare London and a city in Turkey

Geography /History

Art/Design
Technology

Textiles and Traditional Costumes
 Create different Turkish textile through developing designing, printing
and stitching skills

Music

Pulse & Rhythm
 Listen to music and identify pulse
 Sing songs with a strong pulse
 Clap along with a rhythm
What does it mean to belong to Sikhism?
We will explore what makes us special and how we develop individual identities.
Explore the idea of forgiveness, and what it means within different religions.
In particular exploring Sikhism.
Outdoor P.E
Developing athletic skills through running, throwing and jumping
Indoor P.E
Sequencing moves together and exploring movement in dance
Through the subject of Philosophy For Children (P4C) we will be developing –
 Debating skills
 Questioning skills
Big Question- Do we think about how well we do?

Religious Education

Physical Education

Philosophy For Children
(P4C/Ask It)

Thank you for your support. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact
the class Teachers. We look forward to an exciting and hardworking term.

